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ABSTRACT
Low-caloric coals ash depositories of large thermal plants are considered. Several years
of authors experience in environmental protection from the impact of ash depositories
on alluvial sediments, with hydraulic ash transport, are condensed in the paper. Water
protection, and particularily ground-water protection is emphasized. General principles
of protection, as well as the results of field and numerical model investigations for a
particular large thermal-power plant are given. Protection wells situated in the zone of
downstream contour of the ash depository are far more efficient in the analized example.
In order to generalize the obtained results, the parameter analysis on a hypothetical
model, containing fundamental features of some ash depositories in Yugoslavia, is carried
out. Results are given in the form of the relations between optimum well location and
technological and hydro-geological parameters of the depositories.
Some general considerations on constraints, criteria and alternative technological solutions for the design of ash depositories are also discussed in the paper.

INTRODUCTION
The paper deals with with the ash depositories of large thermal plants using low-caloric
coal Low-caloric coal is one of the most important thermal energetic resources in Yugoslavia
(and particullarily in Serbia). Its exploitation requires that thermal electric power plant (TE) is
near the n1ine. It is usually open pit exploitation. Coal combustion in big poweplant produces
huge volumes of ash.
Author of this paper studied the problems of ash depositories for the most productive
coal basin in Yugoslavia, the Kolubara coal basin, recently particullarily of one of them : the
depository Obrenovac "B", formed by a thermal plant of 1230AfW, which produces more
than 2 milions of cubic meters of ash per year. Its depository belongs to the external TE
ash depositories (not in the coal excavation pit). The power plant is situated on the river of
Sava, using the adventage of river water for plant cooling. Presently the active part of the ash
depository covers more than 400ha.
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The h.ydrog;eologici-J sect ion(I) in depository zone can be roughly sirnplified by a semi pervious coruprC'ssibk surface la,J'er of 8 to 10 rn thicknecs and an aquifer of sandy gravel of about
I 0 111 thick. Both layers arc alluvial deposits. The basen1ent is practically irnpervious rnarl.
For ash transport fron1 thcrn1al power to the depository, hydraulic systcn1 is used , actually
\\'it.h rat. her low concentration of ash (ratio solid - water is about 1 to 10). This, for our
conditions very econornical transport systen1, has also the adventage of decreasing the air
pollution. The disadvatage is water polution.
Principal macropollutarlt, is sulphate( 2 ). Far the rnost important micropollutant is arsenic.
Each tone of ash produces rnorc than 3kg of sulphate, and about 0.5g of arsenic. Other
infonnation about pollutants will be given in the next chapter. A systen1 of drainage wells is
bored around the depository for the double sake (see chapter 3):
to protect the ground water frorn pollution,
- to assure the stability of ash depository slopes.
The paper gives sorne inforrna.tion on the drainage wells, particullarily concerning the
ground water protection for the considered depository. An attempt is rnade, as well, to
generalise our exp<"ricnce to other analogue depositories.
Son1c infonna.tion concerning air pollution by tbe depositories of T'E "Obrenovac A" and
'fE "Obrcnovac B" can be found in (3 ).
1

ELEMENTS OF ASH DEPOSITORY. INFORMATION ON APPLIED
EQUATIONS
A shentatic cross section of ash depository for the above conditions is given in figure 1, \vith
the necessary tern1s to explain t.he transport of water and pollutant through the depository
a.nd to forrn the ba.la.ncc equations. The following indices arc used :
d

output frorn the depository to the aquifer (producing ground water pollution),

dr

drainage frorn the body of the depository. The drainage systcrn is used
for the stabilisation of depository slopes.

drc

drainage channel collecting water fro111 drainage and wells

t"V

evacuator . The level of the depository lake is controlled by the cvacucttor
spillway.

zn

ground water inflow into the considered area. of the aquifer in the zone
of the depository,

nT

sprinkler irrigation used to prevent air pollutioll for the peripheric part
of the depository ( dcposi tory beaches and ernbankn1ents),

out

ground water outflow front the considered area of the aq uifcr,

s

surface water inflow fron1 neighbouring terrain to drainage channel
around the depository,

t

transport (water, pollutant) front thennal plant to the ash depository,

vert

vertical balance tenns for aquifer flow due to evaporation fron1 aquifer
(index evap), or infiltration (index inf).
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Figure 1: Transport of water and pollutant through the ash depository
Transport pipes, drainage channel and the wells are actually on both sides of the depository

Global balance equations for water and pollutants are used for a triple goal:
- to explain the transport of pollutants,
- to control the mesurements which last for years,
- in the framework of an alternative transport technology, recirculation, when the balance
of water is of crucial interest (see chapter 6).
Some information, concerning the data about pollution of the depository Obrenovac "B"
are the following:
• The water flowing through depository evacuator ( Qev) contains 300mg / l of sulphate. Not
very different is the concentration of sulphate in the drainage channel.
• Average concentration C of arsenic in Qev is about 0.27mg/l (maximum 1.2ntgjl). For
drainage water C is a.s average 0.05mgfl (maximum 0.12mg/l). We point out that the
ma.xirnum pennitted concentration for the river Sava. (standard for second class river) is
for As is O.OSn1g /I and for sulphate 200mg / l.
The following comments of the global balance equations seem intresting to us:
• For the nearfield zone of depository vertical balance factors for aquifer flow (evapotransporation Qet and infiltration Qinf) can be neclected. For larger area they can be
important in some periods of years.

•

~'hen

the balance equation for thern1al plant is analysed, temperature of coal combustion

seems to be of influence. This temperature defines the ratio

Gt/Gchim(ney)

(figure 1).
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• The effect of the purification by filtration due to ion exchange between water and soil can
be negkctcd for sui phate. It is quite opposite for arsenic (and heavy n1eta.ls in general).
Ilcrc the arsenic ion is absorbed during the water filtration through the scrnipervious
surface layer. (It rnea.ns that the tt~nn /J.G represented in fig. 1 has to be included in the
calculation). A I tough this effect is ternporary, it lasts for years and has to be included
in the considerations.
Concerning the differential equation for ground water flow and pollutant transport, we
ernphasize that they were used in classical forms( 4 ). Far the n1ost important term in pollutant
transport equation is the convective one. This statement is involved in the analysis given in
chapter 4 and 5.

CONSTRAINTS AND THE CRITERIA FOR THE DESIGN OF DRAINAGE
WELL SYSTEM
Depositories are particular structures. Their construction lasts practical1y as long as their
exploitation. Here the Inethod "design as you go" can be used. This is valid for all the elernents
of the df'pository, inciuding also the \Veil systen1. Constraints and criteria also change with the
gro\ving of the depository. During the developnwnt of the depository the infiltration rate Qd
always increases due to the increase of piezornetric head between lake level and the piezornctric
level in the a.quifcr in spite of three counter effects:
-- reduction of pcrrnca bi 1i ty of surface layer d uc to its corn pression (particular attention was
payed to this problen1),
-- decreasing of penncabilty thanks to clogging effects,
-- reduction of the area of the lake in the depository defined by the depository slope. These
pfff'cts cause the increasing of Qri to be rnuch slo\ver than increasing of the piczornctric head.
The increasing of Qd rna.kcs the prohlcn1 of water pollution rnore co1nplicated. The slope
stability is far n1ore sensible to the bight of the depository than the pollution is. Both effects
require the developn1cnt of the systcn1 of protective wells during the growing of the depository.
Well systern is defined by thf' ntunbcr, position (dispositive) and characteristics ( screcn 1
diarnctcr, etc.) of wells~ as \veil as by the regin1c of their exploitation.
A well ~ystem n1us t satisf,y the following principal constraints:
1

• Ground water protection criteriun1.

Qdout,

the outflow frorn the df'pository ha,s to

be clirninetcd

This criteriun1 obviously has to be satisfied for any point of the contour of the depository
zone. It means that it is not allowed for any strea.rnflow to leave this zone.

• Slope stability criteriun1:

h is the piezornctric head, hs is a lirnit piezornetric head, when the stability is yet assured.
It is obtained by geomechanical calculation (not analysed in the paper).
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Both constraints are compatible. In the begining of depository development, ground water
protection constraint is principal. It has to be controled during the period of low ground
water level of surounding terrain when Qd is maximal. The stability constraints define the
characteristics of well system begining from a certain depository hight. It has to be controled
for wett season (maximurn ground water level).
All characteristics of well system should be found by optimisation method using the
multicriteria optimisation aproach, based on economic and risk analysis. Many reasons didnt
permit a rigorous application of this approach and we used a simplified matrix of criteria as
follows:

• Environment protection criteria. We try to minimise:
1. The area Ad influenced by the existence of the depository. Ad is defined by two
fundamental state variables:

(a) Concentration of pollutant which defines the criterium of pollution. There is
a zone under and around the depository Adp contaminated by the dissolved
materials in ash. Adp minimal, which satisfies this criterium, would be ohtained
whith an infinitely dense system of well all around the depository, and very
close to it.
(b) Drawdown criterium which defines a zone of influence of drainage wells Add· It
can be shown by simple hydraulic considerations that Add, which satisfies this
criterium, minirnum would be obtained if the wells just pumped the quantity
of water infiltrated from the depository.

Qw = Qd
It would be easy to understand why the ratio Qw/ Qd is a very important indicator of the function of a well system. The closer this indicator is to unity the
better is the system (in relation to the considered criterium)
2. Impact on ground water resources. Drainage wells satisfying the constraints of
ground water protection (Qdout = 0), always pump a certain quantity of surronding
aquifer water. The best solution would be (again), when Qw/Qd = 1. It confirms
the importance of the indicator Qw/Qd.

• Economic criteria are given by:
1. Mini1num number of wells,

2. Minimum drawdown in each well,
3. Best policy of exploitation of well system satisfying both constrains. In the begining
od depository development more water has to be pumped in dry period of year.

• Reliability of well system. It can be always expected that a well drops out of the
system. The arangement of wells which minimise this event would give the best solution
in relation to this criterium.
These simplified criteria with both above constraints were used do define the well system
for TE Obrenovac "B" (Chapter 3 ), as well to analyse a hypothetical depository (Chapter 4).
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REGIME OF r_rtrE SYSTEI\1 OF WELLS AT THE ASH DEPOSITORY
"OBRENOVAC B"
The number and the capacity of the protecting wells for the ash depository "Obrenovac
il" were found by series of con1putations. Both aquifer protection and the stability criterion,
explained in chapter 3, were checked, but the letter one was found much less irnportant at
this stage, since the depository is not very high yet. The conclusions of parameter analysis,
presented in the next chapter were used in this study, as well.
The nurnerical model of ground-water flow comprises the zone of about 2500 ha, surrounding
the depository. The surface of the model is sn1all enough that vertical factor of water balance
can be neglected outside the depository, compared to the infiltration from the depository.
Boundary conditions of the n1odel are given as piezometric levels, which were measured, and
interpolated along the boundary.
The situation was analised when the active, upstream cassette (II in figure 2) is 9.5m high
( 6rn higher than presently), and the non-active, downstream cassette (I) is 3.5m high (sarne
as now). The water level in the active cassette was evaluated (taking into accout flow towards
drains), and in the non-active cassete it was rneasured.
The computations were carried out for two characteristical, sta.edy-state situations: minirnurn and maximurn surrounding piezornetric levels. t\1odel calibration was oriented mainly to
the leakage rnod ulus ( /( u/ /) of the less pcrrneable layer. The whole phenon1enon is very sensitive to this pa.rarneter. It n1a.kes it easier to calibrate it, but on the other hand eventual error
has larger influence. It should also be pointed out that the leakage n1odulus is likely to decrease
as the depository develops, due to increased stresses. Therefore, it should be re-calibrated for
each phase of the depository developn1ent. For the present situation, the leakage modulus,
calibrated as a unique pa.ra.rnetcr (across the surface of the depository), has the value:

Only in the srnall zone (Zone 1 in figure 2) tv/ice as big leakage rnodulus was obtained,
because the upper layer is n1uch thinner there.
Transn1isivity of the aquifer is non-hon1ogcncous across the rnodel. Field data fron1 purnping tests, rnade for 10 already constructed wells were available, as well as the transrnisivity
calibration results fro1n previous studies, done for the natural conditions, without the depository. Contrary to the leakage n1odulus~ transrnisivity is not likely to change as the drpository
develops. Therefore, the available t.ransn1isivity data were taken for this n1odcl, without excessive further calibration.
From the point of view of aquifer protectiou, the situation with 1ninirnun1 surrounding
piezornetric levels defines the necessary nurnbcr and capacity of the wells, since the infiltration from the depository is highest then. By series of "trial and error" cornputations it was
found that the systen1 of 1.5 wells protect the aquifer in the analised phase of the depository
construction. t\1a.ximurn capacity of the wells was evaluated on the basis of field pumping test,
when the present 10 wells were operating sinntltaneously for 15 days. In the con1putation of
necessary nun1ber of wells, 80% of this Inaxitnuin capacity was supposed. The results of the
cornputation, presented as izo-piezon1etric lines for the aquifer arc shown in figure 2. The ratio
between the quantity of water, captured by the wells and infiltrated frorn the depository, is for
the computed situation:
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IN THE AQUIFER

THERMAL POWER PLANT "OBRENOVAC - B"
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Piezometric level I ..... 78 m
in the casette
II .... 86 m
Number of wells ................
9+6
Q/Qmax (wells) ..................
0.8
9
Leakage moduls
I,II ... 1.5*10- 1/s
9
(Ku/1}
Zone 1 ... 3.0*10- 1 /s
Boundary levels . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .
min
Qwells ........................................
167 l/s
Qwells/Qdep ..............................
2.42

Figure 2:
This means that quite a large amount of well water consists of clean water from the surrounding aquifer, which is unneccessarily pumped. It is shown in the next chapter that this
ratio is likely to decrease as the depository grows.
In the situation with rnaximum boundary piezometric levels, the piezometric head which
causes infiltration is rninirnurn. It is to be expected that aquifer protection is achieved with
lower capacity of the well system, i.g. that Inaintaining the same capacity {A the system all
over the year would not be economical. Really, for the same situation as in figure 2, with the
sarne capacity of the wells, but for maximum surrounding piezometric levels, the indicator CQ
increased to 3.15. Reducing the well capacity by 40% caused the reduction of CQ to 2.58,
while the protection of the aquifer was still obtained. Proper definition of the wells capacity
can obviously save signifficant exploitation costs.
For the future steps of the analysis, rr1ore measurements, which will enable more rigorous
control of the water balance are planned. In the re-calibration of the model for the conditions
of further depository development, the data obtained for the operating well system will be of
great help.
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HYPOTHETICAL ASH DEPOSITORY
It was shown in chapter 4 that the solution of the aquifer protection fron1 the pollution
of the water infiltrated fron1 the ash depository requires the ground-water flow sitnulation
in contplcx natural conditions, in heterogeneous rncdium, with rather large uncertainties in
pararnctcrs detection. The influence of a single paran1cter is sometirnes difficult to evaluate
with such a rnodel, and it n1ay be usefull to make a paran1eter analysis in advance, using
son1cwhat sirnplificd, hypothetical model. Such an analysis is described in this chapter. The
purpose of the analysis was to evaluate the influence of the error in some parameters on the
results of computation, and to clarify son1e basic relations which may be used in the complex
model. Another reason was the need to generalize sorne conclusions, i.e. to prove that they
are valid in series of possible situations. The whole following analysis considers only aquifer
protection. Stability criterion was found to be too much dependant on local conditions to
enable generalization.
Hydrogeological profile in the hypothetical model is two-layered - it corresponds to the
conditions of the depository of "Obrenovac B". The depository is also n1adc on the ground
surface and surrounded \Vith protection wells. The rnain simplification of the rnoclcl is regular
gcotnetry and hon1ogcncous aquifer. Flow dotnain is rectangular, with the following relations:

bja

= 2, B/b = 3, Aja = 7

vvhcre (fig. 3):
a - length of the depository along the flow direction
b - width of the depository
A - length of the model
B - width of the n1odel

The model simulates two-din1cnsional flow in a horizontal confined aquifer, with vertical
recharge fron1 the depository, through less perrnea.ble layer. The water leve1 in the body of the
depository is sup posed co us tan t all over its area.
Undisturbed condition for the model, without depository and the wells, is the unifonn
ground-water flow along the longer side of the tnodel, with constant picson1etric slope of 1%0 .
The corresponding boundary conditions were kept constant through all the cornputations.
Infiltration from the depository into the aquifer is caused by the difference between water level
in the depository and the pieso1nctric level in the aquifer (under the depository).
Computations were carried out using a numerical solution of steady ground-water flow
equations, based on the integrated finite difference scheeme, with local analitical solutions for
the flow near the wells. The porous mediu1n is described as two-layered, with dotninant vertical
flow in upper, less permeable layer, and dominant horizontal flow in lower layer i .g. aquifer.
The details of the model are presented elsewhere, and would not be repeated here.
Series of computations were carried out for the hypothetical rnodel. N urr1ber and arrangernent of the wells were given as in put for each C<)lnpu tation. For the sake of sirr1plicity, wells
were assumed to have equal discharges. The result of computation was the minirnum capacity
of the wells which guaranties protection of the aquifer. The protection of the aquifer was just
achieved, in all the computations. (If the capacity of wells was sligthly lower, there would be
a streamline starting in the depository, passing the boundary of the the polluted area Adp, i.e.
Qdout would not be 0.) The results of computations are given in table 1, and, just as illustration
of one computation, in figure 3. The following notation is used in the table:
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Figure 3:
T

transmisivity of the aquifer;

f(u

permeability coefficient of the upper, less permeable layer;
thickness of the upper layer;
leakage Inodulus of the upper layer;
discharge infiltrated into the aquifer from the depository;

l
J{u/l

Qa.
Qw

8

total discharge of the wells;
maximum drawdown in the wells. (Drawdown is computed as the difference between piezornetric level in the well when it does not function and
when it does, while the depository is already constructed in both cases.)

The results in the di1nensiona.l form are valid for the width of the depository b == 2000m.
The dirnensionless results can be applied, using sin1ilarity rules, to the cases with different
din1cnsions, but equal natural piezometric slope. Three basic cases are analized, differing in
the relation between leeka.gc rnodulus of upper layer ( /( u/ l) and aquifer permeability, defined
sirnilarily, which can be expressed by the dimensionless number:

This nurnber expresses the ratio between the discharge infiltrated into the aquifer from the
depository and the discharge in the aquifer, through unit width, due to unit piezometric head.
(For infiltration from the depository piezon1etric head is the difference between water level in
the depository and piesometric level in the aquifer below the middle of the depository. For
the flow in the aquifer, piczon1etric head is the difference between piezometric levels at the
upstream and the downstrearn side of the rnodel.) The factor
is commonly used in the

fr
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analysis of flow in layered porous rnedia.
In each of the three various cases several con1hinations of wells nun1her and arrangernent
were ana.lizcd, and for each of thetn, three different water levels in the depository. The results
show the necessary wells capacity, which can be cornparcd for various cases in order to find the
rnost econornical one. Total nu1nhcr of wells in the systen1 defines investments. Exploitation
cost is influenced by the total wells capacity, and the ratio:

(chapter 3) which shows what part of the wells discharge is made of clear water from the
surrounding aquifer, which should be captured as little as possible. If all other factors (i.e.
number and capacity of the wells etc.) are equal, the larger CQ requires larger unnecessary
exploitation costs.
~1 hen comparing the results, the unit drawdown (ratio between the drawdown and the well
discharge) should not be overlooked. For one well, the unit drawdown depends only on the
transn1isivity of the aquifer, and cannot he controlled. The lower unit drawdown requires the
higher transn1isi vity. For a systern of wells, unit drawdown depends also on the nun1her and
arrangcrnent of the wells. Finding rnost economical solution is therefore a clasica.l optirnization
problem.
The infi uence of the arrangcrncnt of the wells on the para.tnetcr CQ is obvious. By sirnple
reara.ngernent of the wells the arnount of unnecessary purnping can be decreased by 50%. From
the point of view of aquifer protection, the best position of the wells is, no dout, along the
downstream side of the depository. Cornparing to all other arrangctncnts, it gives lower nun1ber
and total capacity of the \veils, as well as lower an1ount of purnped clear water (lower CQ ).
The discharge which is infiltrated fron1 the depository Qd depends on the number of wells.
It is lowest without wells and increases as the well capacity increases. It follows that the
capacity of the systcn1 of wells should not be increased beyond the litnit which guaranties the
protection of the aquifer.
The analiscd phenomenon depends on the dimensionless pa rametcr CT. H. was shown(s)
that literraly san1e How pattern is obtained for the cases with the satne C'T· it rnay be the
cause of serious errors in rnodel calibration which is based on the con1parison of n1easured and
computed piezornctric levels at certain point~- Overestin1ation of the aquifer transn1isivity rnay
cause the sirnultancous ovcrestirnation of the leakage modulus of upper layer. This error can
be avoided only if the tra.nsrnisivity calibration is done before the depository was constructed,
or by the separate calibration of leakage rnodulus (provided that the series of 1neasuren1ents of
water level in the depository and piezoinetric levels in the aquifer arc available).
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1.26
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5.9

0.88

1.86
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3.4

0.88
0.86

1.56
1.91

11.4
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5.2

0.86
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8.3
2.9

0.85
0.92

1.01
2.97

11.4

55.9

34.6

3.9

0.92

1.62

26.6

78.0

65.6

5.5

0.92

1.19

-

Table 1

SOME ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS CONSIDERED TO IMPROVE THE
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Alternatives were considered with sotnetirnes intensive laboratory and field investigations
carried out by thre Institute for rnine technology of Zemun. In the folloving text only some
very short comrnents are given:

• Recirculation of water for hydraulic transport. In this case (fig. 1.) Qev' Qw, and Qdrc
returns to transport process. This solution increases the concentrantion of pollutant in
the na.row zone of the depository, but elirninates the river pollution. The ground water
protection has to be done with higher reliability (less risk).

• Recirculation with water treaten1ent. To obtain a economic solution only 5% of Qt
has to be treated. That requires:
-- Good estin1a.tion of balance factors,
- A developed Inonitoring systern,
-- Tccnological solution permitting to overcome the problem resulting of a wrong estirnation .
• High concentration transport (Ratio ash - water 1:1 ). In spite of the fact that in
the case of Kolubara coals ashes this problem is technologically very difficult it seems
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that the real global in1pa.ct on environrnent is unexpectedly slightly reduced. In fact the
global i1npact on environen1ent is given by the total dissolved pollutant quantity which
docs not change by this tecnology.

• Prewashing of coaJs( 6 ). This technology is very intresting for coal combustion and
n1ore econornica.l utilization of the depository volurne. Nevertheless, it has practically no
influence on water pollution, as was shown by laboratory investigations.
• ln1pern1eable sheet. This technology after son1c years would eliminate ground water
pollution. Effect on stability is far more rapid. Without water treatement, it increases
the pollution of the river, but simlifies the water treatement in case of recirculation.
It is not expected that any of this alternative technology will be introduced before a
period of 4 - 5 years. For the titne being the protection of ground water will be by
protection wells supported by a good monitoring system.
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